I Introduction
HE En Route Descent Advisor (EDA) is one of the Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS) decision support tools under development at NASA Ames Research Center. EDA computes advisories for the air traffic controller to help deliver the aircraft to an arrival meter fix in conformance with a scheduled time-of-arrival constraint. The time-of-arrival constraint is derived by another CTAS decision support tool, the Traffic Management Advisor (TMA), which computes the scheduled meter fix time-of-arrival to optimize the traffic flow into the terminal airspace. By computing strategic maneuver advisories, up to 25 minutes prior to the meter fix scheduled time-of-arrival, EDA can extend the capacity, efficiency, and workload benefits already attributed to TMA 20 . The efficiency of the EDA advisories depends on the accuracy of the information used to predict the nominal and the advisory aircraft trajectory from the current location to the meter fix. EDA relies heavily on the CTAS Trajectory Synthesizer (TS) to determine the nominal and flight time-adjusted predicted trajectories. To support this analysis, the TS requires initial (current) conditions (positions and velocities) from the surveillance radars, aircraft-specific performance models (part of the CTAS database), predicted atmospheric conditions (Rapid Update Cycle 2 (RUC-2) winds and temperature), filed flight plan information, and flight path constraints.
The motivation for this study was to determine how sensitive the EDA advisories are to system uncertainties. A preliminary review of the existing research literature reveals that no thorough sensitivity analysis of the range of potential EDA-specific descent maneuver options exists. Therefore, this study was initiated to obtain a better understanding of the effects of system sensitivities on EDA advisories, including conflict detection.
The first step was to identify the EDA system uncertainties and perform a literature survey of past trajectory uncertainty studies to identify a set of useful input parameter statistics and models. Separately, a Matlab simulation of the CTAS TS was developed that could be run efficiently with both nominal and stochastic input parameters.
Next, a number of standard EDA scenarios were selected. These consisted of typical arrival trajectories for a Boeing 737-300 aircraft flying into Dallas Fort Worth (DFW) that absorb varying levels of delay using EDAspecific advisories. The EDA-specific advisories included cruise speed change only, descent speed change only, and path stretch maneuvers.
Using a Monte Carlo simulation that incorporates the Matlab TS simulation, the trajectory sensitivities to various initial condition, environmental, and aircraft performance data errors were obtained for a single aircraft. In addition to the single aircraft performance analysis, the impact of aircraft prediction errors on conflict detection between closely-spaced aircraft was explored. Two specific conflict scenarios were explored to illustrate the potential for false alarms and missed alerts when performing conflict detection in the presence of the uncertainties associated with the single aircraft analysis.
T
These Monte Carlo performance analyses determine how robust the EDA advisories are to input parameter uncertainties. In addition, it identifies the parameters whose accuracy may need to be improved. The results of this study will also aid in setting various EDA decision parameters.
II EDA System Overview
An overview of the EDA system is depicted graphically in Figure 1 . As shown, there are two main components to the EDA system, the Plan component and the Execution component.
The purpose of the Plan component is to derive the EDA controller advisory for a specific aircraft to meet the aircraft's Scheduled-Time-of-Arrival (STA) at the meter fix. To accomplish this, the CTAS Traffic Management Advisor (TMA) develops a plan for all arrival aircraft based on the airport configuration / capacity, flight plan data, aircraft state data, and environmental data. The result of this overall plan is the scheduling and assignment of aircraft to a specified meter fix and an STA for each aircraft at their assigned meter fix. EDA uses the TMA-derived STA, along with the estimated aircraft state and estimated atmospheric state, to derive the specific EDA advisory for the controller to issue to the aircraft to achieve the desired STA. As depicted in Figure 1 , there are uncertainties associated with the aircraft state and atmospheric input data that can introduce errors into this advisory development process.
The Execution component of EDA uses the EDA-derived advisory as an input to the pilot, who then executes the advisory through the various automation systems on-board the aircraft (e.g., the FMS and autopilot/autothrottle). Additional uncertainties are introduced in the execution phase due to errors in the aircraft's sensors and data with regard to the aircraft's state (location, speed) as well as the atmospheric state. It is important to note that while some of the error types are common between the Plan and Execution components, the error sources and the uncertainties associated with them can be quite different, as summarized in Table 1 . For example, the speed error associated with the radar system providing data to EDA for the Planning effort exhibits a relatively large level of uncertainty compared to the speed error associated the Execution phase, which uses the on board aircraft sensors to determine aircraft speed.
The EDA decision logic uses inputs from TMA, air traffic control (ATC), and the airline operations center (AOC) to define the aircraft trajectory horizontal and vertical profile parameters. These parameters are combined Figure 1 The EDA System Functional Flow Diagram with trajectory prediction input parameters by the EDA TS to determine the predicted cruise/descent trajectory to the meter fix. The EDA TS also uses calculations performed by the FMS to compute the top of descent (TOD) location to achieve the EDA-advised descent speed. Based on this predicted trajectory, EDA provides a maneuver advisory to the aircraft that specifies the TOD location, the descent Mach-CAS schedule, and any path stretch maneuvers. The aircraft combines the EDA advisory parameters with aircraft trajectory input parameters to fly the aircraft over the meter fix. A list of the input parameters used by EDA is summarized in Table 1 . The parameters are separated into Planning and Execution parameters. Also, parameters that fall into groups such as initial conditions, advisory parameters, aircraft performance, and weather are shown with different shaded rows. One of the things to note in Table 1 is that  there  are  more  Execution  parameters than Planning parameters. Also, when both Planning and Execution require the same parameters, their data sources differ. This latter feature will be exploited during the Monte Carlo analysis to argue that the Planning and Execution input errors are for the most part independent.
The interaction between the various operations in Figure 1 can also be examined is by drawing a state diagram as shown in Figure 2 . This figure shows that the EDA planning process requires both an inner and outer control loop. The inner control loop flies a single aircraft trajectory to the meter fix and checks to see whether the estimated time of arrival (ETA) matches the TMA-specified scheduled time of arrival (STA). The outer loop then is used to iterate on the TOD location and Mach-CAS schedule to achieve a trajectory that meets the STA.
The aircraft execution involves only a single loop. This loop predicts the aircraft trajectory and steers the aircraft to the EDA advisory-specified TOD location and on to the MF using the specified Mach-CAS schedule.
III Monte Carlo Performance Simulation
The general approach selected to determine the EDA performance was a Monte Carlo simulation of all the input errors that contribute to key output parameter metrics. The key metric that will be used is the meter fix crossing time error since this metric directly measures the performance of EDA.
The general structure of the simulation is illustrated in Figure 3 . This figure is similar to the state diagram of Figure 2 , except that the latter replaces the parameters with their errors. Also the latter diagram has decoupled the Planning and the The TS accomplishes this trajectory synthesis by using a backward integration from the MF required crossing conditions to the TOD. In addition, it combines the backward integration with a forward integration from the MF to the TOD. This process is used to assure that the TS trajectories satisfy both the initial and MF end conditions. With this decoupling, the impact of MF crossing altitude and speed errors on TOD descent location and Mach-CAS schedule cannot be evaluated. The MF crossing altitude and speed errors arise due to the initial condition and enroute prediction errors. Since the CTAS TS synthesizes each trajectory such that the initial and final conditions are simultaneously satisfied, any prediction errors will lead to an adjustment to the predicted TOD location and the descent Mach-CAS schedule. Hence, with this decoupling the assumption is made that the remaining advisory errors are more significant than those due to MF crossing altitude and speed errors. The remaining advisory errors consist of the advisory quantization errors and flight technical errors (FTE).
Monte Carlo runs were made with all the mean and one sigma errors used at the same time for each trajectory. This produced the accuracy of the initial EDA advisory planning phase after the aircraft has entered Center airspace and TMA has provided a scheduled time of arrival (STA) at the MF. A separate set of Monte Carlo runs were made with all mean and one sigma input errors turned on for the aircraft to evaluate the performance of the advisory execution phase. 
IV Nominal Trajectories
Five different trajectories were used to explore the impact of EDA planning and execution errors on MF crossing time delays. A straight-in (un-delayed) nominal trajectory served as the baseline trajectory. This trajectory is illustrated in Figure 4 for an arrival into the Dallas Ft. Worth at the northeast meter fix (MF), KARLA.
Shown in a local north-east distance coordinate system centered on KARLA MF, this figure also includes the locations of the surveillance radars in the vicinity. In particular, the Texarkana radar, with a sweep of 12 sec, is used to track the initial approach of the aircraft to the top of descent (TOD). The Sachse radar, with a 10 sec sweep in turn, is used to track the aircraft during the descent to the meter fix. Figure 5 , in turn presents an altitude profile of this same trajectory. It shows that the aircraft arrives at a cruise altitude of 30,000 ft and descents to 11,000 ft before crossing the KARLA MF. Two of the delayed trajectories follow the same straight-in trajectory as in Figure 5 . They differ in that one trajectory introduces a 45 sec delay during cruise while the second trajectory introduces a 60 sec delay during descent.
The last two trajectories incorporate a path stretch maneuver, as illustrated in Figure 6 . The path stretch maneuver is made using a 60 deg track angle turnout maneuver. The path stretch turn back maneuver is used to control the length of the delay. Hence for one trajectory, a 3 min delay is obtained while for the second trajectory a 6 min delay is obtained.
V Monte Carlo Input Error Statistics
A reference search was made to find the input parameter error statistics required for the Monte Carlo error analysis. In general, the references fell into three categories based on what they provided:
1 [14 -15] fell into the last two categories. The key input errors that correspond to the input parameters of Table 1 are summarized in Table 2 . The errors are grouped into Planning and Execution error mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ). The errors are also grouped into similar categories using the shaded rows. No statistics are provided for some of the EDA/TMA planning errors since these are derived based on the remaining EDA/TMA planning errors. Their statistics, however, are shown in the aircraft execution columns when they are sent as advisory parameters to the aircraft.
All the errors in Table 2 are assumed to have Gaussian statistics except for the advisory errors. Since the advisory errors arise from truncating or rounding the exact advisory parameter to the nearest integer value (e.g., nearest 0.01 for Mach), the advisory errors are uniformly distributed. Also, all of the error statistics are assumed to be random biases except for the flight technical errors (FTE). The FTE are probably best modeled as a time-varying (Gauss-Markov process) bias. However, to simplify the Monte Carlo simulation, these were treated as random (white noise) errors.
In considering the EDA performance for the various metrics, the performance of the nominal advisory can be measured assuming the aircraft will fly this advisory perfectly (perfect execution). Alternately, the overall EDA performance can be determined for the various metrics based on the combined performance of the EDA advisory and the advisory execution by the aircraft.
VI Aircraft Model
The Boeing 737-300 was selected for this study because it is a common class of aircraft in commercial service in the NAS. Figure 7 shows the number of flights per class of aircraft during Sunday, 26 May 2002, in the NAS.
The figure shows that B-737 flights occur over twice as frequently as any other identified class of aircraft. The B-737-300 model selected for this study represents over one-third (2474) of the B73X flights in Figure 7 . 17, 18 . The equations are as follows with variables defined at the beginning of this paper:
Heading:
Lift;
Path distance:
East position:
North position:
Aircraft mass:
Computing the drag requires a few more equations because drag is expressed in terms of lift coefficient and drag coefficient. The equations are
Dynamic pressure:
For the idle thrust, constant Mach, constant CAS descents, the following equations were used to compute the flight path angle 18 :
Constant Mach flight path angle: Constant CAS flight path angle:
The partial derivatives of air speed with respect to altitude are evaluated at the descent Mach number or the descent CAS, as appropriate.
B Matlab Trajectory Synthesizer
To simulate such trajectories, the Matlab TS uses 4 modules for 1) Level turns 2) Level decelerations 3) Cruise 4) Mach/CAS descent These modules are augmented with trajectory parameters that specify where decelerations start and the target speeds. They also specify where turns start and the target headings and where the Mach/CAS descents start. Finally, they also include the descent Mach number and CAS as well as the meter fix location. Figure 8 is a block diagram of the Matlab TS. The figure shows the input variables in italics and the output variables in a normal font.
A Matlab Runge-Kutta function is used to perform the integrations. This function uses two approximations, one of order 2 and one of order 3, and their difference to estimate the error in each step of the integration process. Matlab interpolation functions are used to produce values for the drag coefficient from the aerodynamic data and the idle thrust from the engine data.
Selected Matlab TS trajectories were compared to trajectories generated by the CTAS TS. The process consisted of first selecting 2 representative approach trajectories. We used a straight-in approach to KARLA and a 6 minute delay, 60 degree turn-out approach to KARLA. Next, TS dump files were generated for these trajectories. A Matlab function was developed to read TS dump files and use the data to produce the necessary trajectory parameters for the Matlab TS. Finally, the Matlab TS was run with these trajectory parameters and these results were compared to the TS dump results. Table 3 shows the results of the comparisons for the straight-in approach to KARLA. All of the differences are insignificant and may be due to integration differences, interpolation differences, or truncation or rounding differences. We did pinpoint one sign error in the CTAS TS where the flight path angle computations are corrected for nonstandard day conditions. Table 4 shows results of the comparisons for the 6 minute delay, 60 degree turn-out approach to KARLA. These differences are much larger than the straight-in differences and are due to some non-standard behavior in the CTAS TS turn-out trajectories. Hence, most of the differences in Table 4 can be attributed to this nonstandard behavior.
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Figure 8 Matlab trajectory simulation (TS) block diagram
The final verification and validation case was a straight-in approach to KARLA with a uniform and constant wind field. Since the CTAS TS uses RUC data files to create a realistic wind field, comparison results were unavailable. Instead, expected and simulated results for compared for head wind and no wind cases for three trajectory segments, as summarized in Table 5 . The three trajectory segments were cruise, a short cruise segment after meter fix crossing, and descent.
Based on the results shown in Table 3 and 4, it was concluded that the Matlab TS matches the CTAS TS adequately for the purposes of performing an EDA performance analysis. Based on the results shown in Table 5 , it was concluded that the uniform and constant wind field is implemented correctly in the Matlab TS.
VIII Monte Carlo
Simulation Results
A Number of Monte Carlo Trial Selection
To determine the number of Monte Carlo trials that are required to achieve reasonable Monte Carlo output statistics, the finite sample size statistics algorithms were reviewed 19 . Hence for N sample output errors (ε n ), the sample mean (µ N ) and its uncertainty (σ µN ) are obtained as follows:
Sample mean: The sample standard deviation (σ N ) and its uncertainty (σ σN ) are obtained as follows: In (15) and (17) 
This equation is illustrated in Figure 9 . It shows that if an output sample uncertainty of 5% is acceptable, only 200 trials are required. However, if the uncertainty must not exceed 2%, then 1250 trials are required.
Since the Matlab TS simulation requires about 33 min to generate 200 trials, 200 trials was selected as a reasonable and practical standard for the cases presented in this section.
At the end of this section, the final results will be presented as well as their 95% confidence limits. These confidence limits are obtained using plus and minus (±) twice the sample statistics uncertainty values as computed by (15) and (17) . This is justified since (15) is very nearly Gaussian for N > 30 while (17) is nearly Gaussian for N > 100 based on finite sample statistics 19 . Figure 10 shows the input sample frequency function when a weight error of mean 5.5% and standard deviation of 5.6% is sampled 200 times for the B737 with a nominal TOD weight of 100,000 lb. The sample mean is 5.3 % (5279 lb) while the sample standard deviation is 5.1% (5092 lb). Also shown is the analytic Gaussian density function centered on the sample mean with a spread corresponding to the sample standard deviation. Figure 11 is a scatter diagram that shows the dependence of the MF crossing time delay on the sample TOD weight error. The scatter function is seen to be slightly concave up rather than perfectly linear.
B TOD Planning Weight Sensitivity
Based on Figures 10 and 11 , the MF arrival time sample frequency function due to TOD weight uncertainty is obtained as shown in Figure 12 . This figure shows that the MF arrival time frequency density function is slightly skewed to the left. This is consistent with the slightly concave scatter function of Figure 11 .
C Straight-In Trajectory Results
When all the planning errors are present, the MF delay sample frequency function of Figure 13 is obtained. This figure shows that the planning trajectory MF delay error is skewed slightly to the right. A summary of the individual planning error MF delay sensitivities as well as the total planning error MF delay statistics is presented in Table 6 . From this table it can be seen that the initial speed and wind speed error are the leading contributors to the total planning MF delay error. When all the execution errors are present, the MF arrival time sample frequency function of Figure 14 is obtained. While the total execution error is not as large as the planning error, it is still a significant source of MF arrival time variation. The execution error statistics are summarized in Table 7 . As can be seen, the wind speed uncertainty is the major contributor to the total execution MF arrival time error.
D Monte Carlo Summary
The MF delay planning and execution error statistics for the five trajectories are summarized in Table  8 . Also included are the combined planning and execution errors as well as the 95 % confidence limits for these sample statistics.
Examining Table 8 , it can be seen that the planning errors are larger than the execution errors for all trajectories with the exception of the Cruise-Only 45 sec delay trajectory. For this trajectory, the errors are nearly the same. Also, while the planning errors are generally larger than the execution errors, both are significant. contributors to the combined errors.
Overall, the planning and execution errors in the path stretch trajectories produce larger planning and execution MF delays than the three straight-in trajectories. This result is not unexpected since the path stretch trajectories have longer flight times.
IX Analysis of EDA Conflict Detection Performance
The main objective of air traffic management and control is the safe separation of all aircraft in the NAS during all stages of flight. Decision support tools designed to make this objective easier to achieve rely on aircraft trajectory predictions to uncover future aircraft conflicts and to test alternative routes intended to eliminate the future conflicts.
The last section has shown that errors in input data significantly degrade the precision of the trajectory predictions. This section explains some of the consequences of the trajectory prediction errors on conflict detection.
Hence, the goal of conflict detection is to maximize categories (1) and (4) and to minimize categories (2) and (3). For the conflict analysis, two sets of truth trajectories were defined. The first set has two aircraft flying at the same cruise speed with constant in-track spacing during cruise of 7 nm. This scenario was analyzed by using frequency distributions at different times from the same sample population.
The second set has two aircraft flying at different cruise speeds with converging in-track spacing during cruise. Four speed differences were chosen such that the true conflict would occur during the cruise phase at 200 s, 300 s, 
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400 s and 500 s into the flight. The initial separation is 7 nm and a conflict is defined a separation that is less than or equal to 5 nm. In both cases, trajectory prediction errors produce false alarms and missed alerts. Figure 15 shows the true horizontal and vertical separation between two aircraft flying at the same cruise speed with constant in-track spacing during cruise of 7 nm. The true separation does not start decreasing until after the lead aircraft completes the constant Mach segment after top of descent. In fact, during the constant Mach segment, separation actually increases slightly because the true air speed is increasing to change the CAS from the cruise value of 271 kt to the descent value of 280 kt. The true separation always exceeds 5 nm in this scenario.
B Same Cruise Speed Scenario
Adding input errors to the trajectory prediction produces an uncertainty in the aircraft position. Figure 16 shows how the dispersion in in-track position grows with time due to errors in initial speed for a single aircraft. The time interval is 60 s and the first time is 80 s. Top of descent is at 504 s. The Monte Carlo population size is 200. The dispersion stops growing significantly after top of descent because the speed changes to the descent value. Figure 17 shows the relative separation (in-track) dispersions for two aircraft where the leading aircraft is 500 s past the Center boundary and the trailing aircraft is 440 s past the Center boundary. Note that the aircraft are actually still separated by 7 nm. However, due to trajectory prediction uncertainties, a small fraction (30% of the cases) are perceived to have violated the minimum safe separation limit of 5 nm. Hence there is a probability of a false alarm of 0.30.
Extending these results to additional flight times during the cruise segment, yields Figure 18 . This figure shows that the probability of false alarm exceeds 10% after the leading aircraft is 200 s past the Center boundary when the true in-track separation is 7 nm.
The effect of varying the actual (true) separation on the probability of false alarm is examined in Figure 19 . This figure shows that probability of false alarm exceeds 10% when the true separation distance is less than 9 nm for the case whee the lead aircraft is 500 s past the Center boundary. The second set of truth trajectories has two aircraft flying at different cruise speeds with converging in-track spacing during cruise. Four speed differences were chosen to create conflicts at 200 sec, 300 sec, 400 sec and 500 sec into the flight. The initial separation is 7 nm and a conflict is defined a separation that is less than or equal to 5 nm. Figure 20 shows the in-track and vertical separation dispersion relative to the leading aircraft for the case where the trailing aircraft true cruise speed is 24 kt greater than the leading aircraft leading to an actual loss of safe separation at 300 sec. While the dispersion bands include all 200 trials, it may be loosely associated with a ±3 sigma (99.7%) error bound. This figure also shows a simple rule for detecting conflicts with a horizontal green dashed line. The rule declares that a conflict occurs when the separation is less than or equal to 5 nm, i.e., above the line.
The dark red line in the middle of the dispersion band is the true separation. The vertical green dashed line denotes when the true conflict first occurs. The missed alert and false alarm regions are labeled in the figure, as are the regions of true conflict and true absence of conflict.
The probability that the trailing aircraft is less than or equal to 5 nm behind the leading aircraft is shown in Figure 21 for four different closing speeds: 14 (turquoise), 18 (red), 24 (green), and 36 kts (blue). Figure 22 , in turn presents the probability that the trailing aircraft is greater than 5 nm behind the leading aircraft for the same four closing speeds. Both of these probabilities are functions of prediction look ahead time and they also depend on the true cruise speed differences. The five-pointed stars in each of the figures indicate where the true conflicts first occur. The probability values in Figure 21 at earlier times (prior to the true conflicts indicated by the stars) are probabilities of false alarms. Similarly, the probability values in Figure 22 at later times are probabilities (after the true conflicts indicated by the stars) are missed alerts. At the times that the true conflict occurs, both the probabilities of false alarms and the probabilities of missed alerts are near 0.5. This is a consequence of the symmetry of the input error distributions and of the fact that this analysis is focused on the cruise segment before descent. Figure 21 shows that a modest false alarm probability requirement of 10% constrains the prediction look-ahead time to significantly less than the true conflict time. Figure 22 shows that achieving a modest missed alert probability of 10% may be impossible for these cases.
These results show that errors in the inputs to the trajectory prediction process have a significant effect on the prediction of conflicts. Probabilities of false alarm and missed alerts are high due to these errors. Consequently, the prediction look-ahead times must be kept small.
X Conclusion
From an EDA perspective, it is clear that the various trajectory errors identified and quantified in this study will affect the overall accuracy of the EDA advisories when applied to the real-world environment. In the current operational environment, the EDA design and operational paradigm must be adaptable to these errors.
One simple example of this is the sensitivity of meter fix crossing time errors as a result of errors in aircraft weight. From this analysis, it is clear that low estimates of aircraft weight can cause the aircraft to miss the speed and altitude constraints at the meter fix. High estimates of weight will not cause this effect. Therefore, it is better to err on the side of higher aircraft estimates of weight if one wants to minimize the risk of nonconformance with the meter fix crossing constraints. Of course, these errors have other implications to the overall performance of the aircraft model (e.g., the greater the assumed weight is higher than the actual weight, the lower the resulting trajectory efficiency of the resulting EDA advisory will be). EDA should use the best possible estimate but it does give insight into the effect of weight on EDA and guidance on how to minimize its impact.
The other clear implication for EDA from this study is the identification and quantification of the impact of the parameters that have the most significant impact to the EDA system, namely the aircraft speed estimates and the wind speed estimates. New technologies that address these specific parameters can have a dramatic impact on EDA accuracies. For example, ADS-B has the potential for improving aircraft state data; FIS-B has the potential for improving the accuracy of weather data onboard the aircraft; and data link has the potential of supporting the provision of higher quality aircraft and weather data.
This study has also clearly identified the problems associated with false alarms and missed alerts resulting from the propagation of trajectory errors. Given the typical 20 minute trajectory look-ahead time frame that EDA examines (from entry into the center to arrival at the meter fix), this study has demonstrated a significant probability that the EDA conflict detection can produce both missed alerts and false alarms. Future development of EDA conflict detection algorithms need to look at incorporating the ramifications of the missed alert and false alarm probabilities into the conflict detection algorithm. This would then provide the controller a sense of how "real" the detected conflict is or, conversely, how far out in time will a "conflict-free" EDA advisory realistically be valid. This is an area that is in need of further study to determine appropriate EDA conflict detection look-ahead timeframes and alerting buffers based on desired false alarm and missed alert rates. It should be noted that CTAS, of which EDA is one of the decision support tools, is implementing conflict detection algorithms that consider conflict probabilities. However, this capability is still under development at this time.
Another important outcome of this study is the valuable development of the Matlab TS simulation. With this tool, there now exists a proven tool and methodology for performing stochastic sensitivity studies on en route cruise and descent trajectory parameters.
In addition, the Matlab TS simulation is a tool that is useful for independent CTAS TS verification and validation. During the development of the Matlab TS simulation, a number of unexpected TS behaviors were identified and brought to the attention of the CTAS TS developers. Some of these issues have resulted in CTAS TS improvements.
